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Litigating Damages and Attorney Fees in
Section 1983 Litigation: Capitalizing on the Law
By Edward S. Harmening and Craig M. Sandberg

ection 1983 is the vehicle by which plaintiffs seek compensation for violations of their constitutionally protected rights. This article addresses the framework of section
1983 claims generally and specific issues related to damages, taxation of recoveries, and attorney fees.

S

42 U.S.C. Section 1983 Claims Generally
“There can be no doubt that claims brought pursuant to § 1983
sound in tort. Just as common-law tort actions provide redress
for interference with protected personal or property interests,
Section 1983 provides relief for invasions of rights protected
under federal law.”1 These claims are commonly referred to as
“constitutional tort” claims.
Section 1983 originated in the post-Civil War Reconstruction Era, stemming from section 1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1871
and adopted to enforce the then-newly enacted Fourteenth
Amendment. One main scourge the act was meant to address
arose out of the conduct of the Ku Klux Klan,2 and the inability
of states to tide the bad acts of such groups.
That the state courts in several states have been unable to
enforce the criminal laws of their respective states or to suppress
the disorders existing, and in fact the preservation of life and
property in many sections of the country is beyond the power of
state government, is sufficient reason why Congress, so far as it
has authority under the Constitution, should enact the laws necessary for the protection of citizens of the United States.3
Section 1983 is a remedial statute authorizing a civil action
against defendants who act under color of state law and violate
rights otherwise secured under federal law. The statute confers
no substantive rights.4 Consequently, there is no such thing as a
section 1983 violation, absent a deprivation of a right secured
under another law. Therefore, to be successful, a section 1983
claimant must identify the federally protected right that has
been violated.
To state a cause of action under section 1983, a plaintiff must
allege two elements: (1) challenged conduct by a person acting
under color of law and (2) challenged conduct that deprived the
plaintiff of a federal right.5 To prevail under section 1983, the
plaintiff must prove that the defendant’s unconstitutional action
was the “cause in fact” of the plaintiff’s injury.6
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Under the statute, plaintiffs may hold individual state actors
liable for violating their constitutional rights. Although the
“state” itself is not a person that may be sued under section
1983,7 a municipality is a proper defendant, where the conduct
complained of relates to an official municipal policy, custom, or
practice causing the constitutional tort.8
Most section 1983 cases involve constitutional claims based
directly or indirectly on the Fourteenth Amendment. Typically,
the claims are brought against governmental officials for acts
committed in their official capacity. In those cases, there is no

Under concurrent
jurisdiction, both
state and federal
courts may exercise
jurisdiction over section
1983 claims.
dispute that the conduct complained of was committed under
the “color of law.” The harder question arises in cases where a
private individual allegedly acts in concert with governmental
officials pursuant to state authority. Under concurrent jurisdiction, both state and federal courts may exercise jurisdiction over
section 1983 claims.
In the 35 years since the U.S. Supreme Court decided Monroe
v. Pape9—broadly delineating the nature of section 1983 claims—
the number of complaints filed under the statute has increased
dramatically. Cases decided after Monroe v. Pape also help delineate the damages and attorney fees available for such a claim.

Damages
A plaintiff successfully pressing a section 1983 claim may recover a broad range of both compensatory and punitive damages.
Compensatory damages may include costs of medical care and
supplies, lost wages (i.e., back pay and lost future earnings),
physical pain and suffering, emotional pain and suffering, and
disability/loss of normal life.10 Where liability is found, but compensatory damages cannot be proven, the jury will be instructed
to return a nominal damage award (typically one dollar).
Although a trivial sum, even a nominal damage award may open
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the door for an award of punitive damages or attorney fees.
Courts have rejected the availability of presumed damages
unless traditional damages are difficult to prove.11 In addition, a
court may reduce compensatory damages where the plaintiff
only offers generalized evidence of emotional pain and suffering,
not rising to a level that is commensurate with the amount
awarded by the jury.12 While section 1983 damages are based on
common law concepts, they are not dependent on the law of the
forum state.13
An often-confused area of damages is related to front pay and
lost future earnings awards, which are both available under section 1983 remedies. Front pay is an equitable remedy determined
by the court, but lost future earnings qualifies as a compensatory
remedy to be decided by a finder of fact.14 “Front pay is an equitable remedy that is awarded in lieu of promotion when promotion is inappropriate or unavailable. Front pay is the functional
equivalent of promotion because it is a substitute remedy that
affords the plaintiff the same benefit (or as close an approximation as possible) as the plaintiff would have received had she
been promoted.”15 Hence, front pay is limited in duration and
that better replicates the effects of reinstatement because an
employee is not expected to remain in that position indefinitely.
An award of lost future earnings compensates a plaintiff for
intangible nonpecuniary loss (i.e., reputational or other injury
to professional standing). “To recover for lost earning capacity, a
plaintiff must produce competent evidence suggesting that his
injuries have narrowed the range of economic opportunities
available to him. A plaintiff must show that his injury has
caused a diminution in his ability to earn a living.”16
Punitive damages are available against individual defendants
where a plaintiff establishes actions were either intentional or
committed with reckless or callous disregard for the plaintiff’s
rights.17 Significantly, punitive damages may be available
against individual defendants even absent actual damages.18
Municipalities, however, are not subject to punitive awards.19
Consequently, joint and several liability is applicable only for
compensatory damages.
In determining the amount of the punitive damages, the jury
considers the reprehensibility of the defendant’s conduct, the
impact of the defendant’s conduct on the plaintiff, the relationship between the plaintiff and the defendant, the likelihood
that the defendant would repeat the conduct if an award of
punitive damages is not made, the defendant’s financial condition and the relationship of any award of punitive damages to
the amount of actual harm the plaintiff suffered.20
Under Supreme Court precedent, “[t]he most important indicium of the reasonableness of a punitive damages award is the
degree of reprehensibility of the defendant’s conduct.”21 “The
second and perhaps most commonly cited indicium of an unreasonable or excessive punitive damages award is its ratio to the
actual harm inflicted on the plaintiff.”22 Although generally
applicable, where a plaintiff’s economic damages are nominal or
essentially nominal, the Supreme Court recognizes that the ratio
analysis has limited relevance.23 Indeed, where “injuries are
without a ready monetary value,” such as invasions of constitutional rights unaccompanied by physical injury or other compensable harm, higher compensatory to punitive damage ratios
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are to be expected.24
Perhaps recognizing the added cost of section 1983 claims or
otherwise seeking to limit punitive damage awards, the common
law of some states requires a plaintiff who seeks punitive damages to establish actual malice. Other states require the higher
clear and convincing standard of proof for punitive damage
claims. Finally, Ohio and Kansas only allow the jury to determine if punitive damages should be awarded, with the judge
then determining the amount of such an award. These issues
continue to be the subject of litigation,25 and it is currently
unresolved whether such restrictions properly apply to section
1983 claims.

Tax Issues
The Internal Revenue Code defines gross income as “all income
from whatever source derived,” subject only to the exclusions
specifically listed elsewhere in the Code.26 The Code excludes
from gross income “the amount of any damages received (whether
by suit or agreement or whether as lump sums or as periodic payments) on account of personal injuries or sickness.”27 The issue
facing section 1983 plaintiffs is that the Code offers no explanation of what a taxpayer must show in order to prove that the
damages were received “on account of personal injuries.”28
As noted above, generally, section 1983 claims are tort
claims, meaning recoveries should be excludable from taxable
income. That said, the issue of whether a section 1983 settlement or award is taxable arises in those cases where plaintiff
seeks recovery for constitutional and statutory or state, nontort,
theories. The potential tax issue routinely arises where a plaintiff alleges a constitutional tort as well as claims implicating lost
wages or contract damages. In such cases, courts look to the true
nature of the claim to determine whether the award is premised
upon a claim of physical injury or sickness. By way of analogy, in
a tort/employment case, back pay amounts established at trial
may be presented as an evidentiary factor to assess tort damages,
thereby relieving the plaintiff from any tax obligations. Depending upon how a settlement is characterized, or how a verdict is
formulated, a plaintiff may be taxed on the award. “Even if a
client has a good faith personal injury claim, attorneys should
carefully construct the language of the complaint and settlement
agreement to clearly and specifically allocate personal injury,
punitive, and business-related damages.”29
Finally, courts generally “do not increase damages to compensate for expected tax liability on the damage award. When damages place a plaintiff in the position he would have occupied had
the defendant’s obligation been fulfilled, the amount recovered
would (but for the breach) have been income, and thus taxable.”30

Attorney Fees
“In the United States, parties are ordinarily required to bear
their own attorney’s fees—the prevailing party is not entitled to
collect from the loser. Under this American Rule, we follow a
general practice of not awarding fees to a prevailing party absent
explicit statutory authority. Congress, however, has authorized
the award of attorney’s fees to the prevailing party in numerous
statutes. . . .”31 The Civil Rights Attorney’s Fees Awards Act of
197632 provides in relevant part:
American Bar Association
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In any action or proceeding to enforce [section 1983], . . .
the court, in its discretion, may allow the prevailing party,
other than the United States, a reasonable attorney’s fee
as part of the costs, except that in any action brought
against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in
such officer’s judicial capacity such officer shall not be held
liable for any costs, including attorney’s fees, unless such
action was clearly in excess of such officer’s jurisdiction.
The basic purpose of a section 1983 damages award is to
compensate a person for injuries caused by the deprivation of a
constitutional right. Congress intended to authorize the award
of attorney fees only when a party has prevailed on the merits.33
Accordingly, a party must be a “prevailing party” to qualify for a
discretionary award of attorney fees under section 1988. As noted
by the Supreme Court, “[l]iability on the merits and responsibility
for fees go hand in hand; where a defendant has not been prevailed against, either because of legal immunity or on the merits,
§ 1988 does not authorize a fee award against that defendant.”34
“[T]o qualify as a prevailing party, a civil rights plaintiff must
obtain at least some relief on the merits of his claim. The plaintiff must obtain an enforceable judgment against the defendant
from whom fees are sought, or comparable relief through a consent decree or settlement. Whatever relief the plaintiff secures
must directly benefit him at the time of the judgment or settlement. Otherwise the judgment or settlement cannot be said to
‘affect the behavior of the defendant toward the plaintiff.’ ”35
Attorney fees also are available pendente lite under section
1988: “Such awards are proper where a party has established his
entitlement to some relief on the merits of his claims, either in
the trial court or on appeal.”36
Perhaps surprisingly, attorney fees are not available under the
“catalyst theory,”37 where a party achieved the desired result
through a voluntary change in the defendant’s conduct brought
about because of the plaintiff’s lawsuit, but without reducing
those claims to judgment. The reason for this general rule is that
“[a] defendant’s voluntary change in conduct, although perhaps
accomplishing what the plaintiff sought to achieve by the lawsuit, lacks the necessary judicial imprimatur on the change.”38
Although easy to state in the abstract, whether a party in a
specific case is a “prevailing party” can be difficult to determine.
One of the most critical factors in determining reasonableness of
a fee award is “the degree of success obtained.”39 Decisions by two
different panels of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit demonstrate the difficulty in application. In the first,
Judge Easterbrook, writing for the panel, found that a plaintiff’s
failure to obtain at least 10 percent of the damages it had sought
would weigh heavily against any award of attorney fees.40 In the
second, then-Chief Judge Posner, writing for the panel, held
that “[s]ince a defendant must take seriously a large demand and
prepare its defense accordingly, it is right to penalize a plaintiff
for putting the defendant to the bother of defending against a
much larger claim than the plaintiff could prove.”41 Chief Judge
Posner recognized that “[b]ecause the cost of litigating a claim
has a fixed component, a reasonable attorney’s fee in the sense
of the minimum required to establish a valid claim can exceed
the value of the claim.”42 The Seventh Circuit explained that
the purpose of fee shifting for a party who prevails on even a
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small claim is to enable such claims to be litigated, and that this
purpose would be “thwarted by capping the attorneys’ fees award
at the level of the damages award.”43
There are 12 factors identified by the Supreme Court to use
in addressing the reasonableness of a fee award, a comprehensive
discussion of which is beyond the scope of this article.44 As
noted by the Supreme Court, “[h]aving considered the amount
and nature of damages awarded, the court may lawfully award
low fees or no fees without reciting the 12 factors bearing on
reasonableness, or multiplying ‘the number of hours reasonably
expended . . . by a reasonable hourly rate.’ ”45

Because section 1988
permits recovery of
attorney fees to the
prevailing party, a
“defendant may argue
that the plaintiff is not
a ‘prevailing party’ when
its recovery represents
a small improvement
over the Rule 68 offer.”
A nominal damage award technically may qualify for prevailing party status, but often results in no fee award.
In some circumstances, even a plaintiff who formally prevails under § 1988 should receive no attorney’s fees at all.
A plaintiff who seeks compensatory damages but receives
no more than nominal damages is often such a prevailing
party. . . [A] nominal damages award does render a plaintiff a prevailing party by allowing him to vindicate his
absolute right to procedural due process through enforcement of a judgment against the defendant. In a civil rights
suit for damages, however, the awarding of nominal damages also highlights the plaintiff’s failure to prove actual,
compensable damages. Whatever the constitutional basis
for substantive liability, damages awarded in a § 1983
action must always be designed to compensate injuries
caused by the constitutional deprivation. When a plaintiff
recovers only nominal damages because of his failure to
prove an essential element of his claim for monetary relief,
the only reasonable fee is usually no fee at all.46
Therefore, to qualify for an attorney fee award, a plaintiff’s vic-
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tory must be more than technical or de minimis in nature. While a
“pittance is enough to render [the plaintiff] a prevailing party, it does
not by itself prevent his victory from being purely technical.”47
Finally, “[t]he fact that the attorneys’ fees awarded exceed the
damages awarded is not decisive either. Because the cost of litigating a claim has a fixed component, a reasonable attorney’s fee
in the sense of the minimum required to establish a valid claim
can exceed the value of the claim.”48

merely nominal damages and appropriate compensatory (and/or
punitive) damages.
The number of section 1983 claims filed shows no indication
of declining under current law. Counsel for the defense and the
plaintiff must recognize the central components of these claims and
must be well versed on the intricacies of the damages awardable in
these cases. Only with such information is counsel prepared and
able to fully and properly advise and represent the client.♦

Interplay of Section 1988 with Rule 68

Endnotes

“Rule 68 permits a defendant to offer judgment to be taken
against it in a specified amount; if the plaintiff fails to accept
the offer and later obtains a judgment less favorable than the
offer, then the plaintiff must pay the defendant’s cost incurred
from the time of the offer.”49 “Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of
Procedure can be a powerful mechanism for driving plaintiffs to
a reasonable settlement.”50 Because section 1988 permits recovery of attorney fees to the prevailing party, a “defendant may
argue that the plaintiff is not a ‘prevailing party’ when its recovery represents a small improvement over the Rule 68 offer.”51
Similarly, “in cases where the recoverable damages are small and
recovery of attorneys’ fees is the main motivation for pursuing
the cases, a Rule 68 offer in excess of what the plaintiff could
recover at trial may deprive the court of jurisdiction under
Article III of the Constitution.”52

Practical Considerations
According to David A. Ball, Ph.D., a trial consultant and
author, “[t]he only goal of trial is to get money for your client.”53
While, admittedly, monetary damages may not be the only consideration in pursuing a section 1983 case, the only relief that
can be obtained from a jury is damages. According to Dr. Ball,
the purpose of a jury is to fix what can be fixed, to help what
can be helped, and to make up for, or balance, what cannot be
fixed or helped.54 The job of a plaintiff’s attorney is to show the
jurors how they can fulfill their obligation through the assignment of damages. “Jurors cannot gauge the full weight of the
harm unless [the trial attorney can] get them to walk in [the
plaintiff’s] shoes.”55
“Time is money,”56 and an attorney seeking damages for a
client must remember to spend significant, not just sufficient,
time addressing damages. “A third to a half [of a trial] should be
on harm, losses, and money.”57 It is hard enough for a jury to
decide how much the verdict should be; “a trial attorney must
explain to the jury how they can figure out how much it will
take to make up for the harms and losses.”58 This is particularly
important in the event the court limits the time for presentation
of evidence. Rule 16(c)(15) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure provide that, at any pretrial conference held under
the rule, “the court may take appropriate action, with respect to
. . . an order establishing a reasonable limit on the time allowed
for presenting evidence.” “Faced with crowded dockets and limited judicial resources—the recurring conflict between supply
and demand—courts are increasingly invoking their authority
under Rule 16 to impose specific limits on the amount of time
the parties are allotted to present their case at trial.”59 An attorney’s effective use of time can mean the difference between
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